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History says that the Holocaust ended in 1945...

...but for many, it will never be over...

Red-haired, freckle-faced, green-eyed Markus worries about things that bother many middle-school boys:
When will my body fill out? When will my voice lower? When will I grow body hair? He wants puberty to
hurry up and do its job so he can hang with the cool kids. He doesn't spend a lot of time thinking about his
grandmother's experiences during the Holocaust.

But when three of the A-listers ask him to work with them on their social studies Holocaust project, he sees
his chance. He knows they want him on their team because of his ailing grandmother, who has a tattoo on
her arm from her time in Auschwitz during the Holocaust. He reluctantly decides to talk to her.

When Markus asks her about her time in Auschwitz, she violently refuses to discuss it. Her over-the-top
reaction shocks Markus, and he’s torn between his loyalty to her and the peer pressure at school. No matter
what, though, he doesn't want to miss his chance to improve his social status.

When a classmate announces that his project will prove that the Holocaust never happened, Markus pictures
his old, sick grandmother in the nursing home, and he vows to disprove the student’s claim. A voice from the
past accuses his grandmother of crimes during the Holocaust, Markus’s world quickly spirals out of control.
Then, because of Markus's well-intentioned effort to find someone who knew his grandmother during the
war, a stranger who knew her in Auschwitz surfaces with shocking and mysterious secrets, and Markus has
to come to an entirely new understanding of what the truth actually is. Suddenly, the Holocaust is not just a
chapter in his history book...it's his life.

Guardian Angel . . .

watches a 13-year-old boy come to understand the lasting horrors of the Holocaust●

looks at peer pressure●

examines social status●

shows how life tests loyalty●

demonstrates how children become young adults●

questions assumptions●

proves that the Holocaust is still part of our lives●

??? Guardian Angel . . .

. . . reveals how the inescapable past shapes our present and our future...

??? Guardian Angel . . .

. . . proves that the truth is never simple.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Benson:

In other case, little individuals like to read book Guardian Angel. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. So long as we know about how is important a new book Guardian Angel. You can add
understanding and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, simply because from
book you can learn everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple
factor until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we could open a book or searching by internet
product. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's learn.

Jean Mora:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading addiction
give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside
the book that will improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of
guide you read, if you want drive more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want experience
happy read one along with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. The particular Guardian Angel
is kind of e-book which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Kelli Smith:

The book untitled Guardian Angel is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the e-book content that will be shown to a person. The language that writer use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of investigation when write the book,
and so the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book
of Guardian Angel from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Kristi Duncan:

This Guardian Angel is new way for you who has attention to look for some information because it relief
your hunger details. Getting deeper you on it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Guardian Angel can be the light food for yourself because the
information inside this kind of book is easy to get through anyone. These books acquire itself in the form and
that is reachable by anyone, that's why I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in book form make
them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is not any in reading a publication especially
this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss that! Just
read this e-book style for your better life and knowledge.
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